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Objective 

This example demonstrates liquid level sensing using capacitive sensors. 

 

Overview 

This code example demonstrates how to use PSoC® 4, CapSense® technology, and capacitive sensors to measure the depth 
or presence of water-based liquids in non-conductive containers. Sensors located on or near the container’s exterior provide 
real-time reporting of liquid level. Many options exist to use low-cost materials to construct and integrate the sensors while still 
providing high-precision measurements. 

The firmware continuously measures the data from sensors and outputs the calculated liquid level over both a serial UART 
connection and through a Micrium® µC/Probe™ GUI using the ARM

®
 Serial Wire Debug (SWD) interface. PSoC 4 Pioneer 

development kits provide both UART and SWD interfaces to the user’s computer through a USB connection. 

The two projects LLS_CSD_2RX-042 and LLS_CSD_12RX-042 demonstrate liquid-level sensing on 2-sensor (2RX) and 12- 
sensor (12RX) patterns using the CY8CKIT-022 CapSense Liquid Level Sensing Shield and CY8CKIT-042 PSoC 4 Pioneer 
Kit. Both of these projects are contained in this code example’s workspace. These projects support water-based liquids using 
CapSense self capacitance. An update scheduled for 2016 will support additional liquids, higher-performance CapSense 
mutual capacitance scanning, and increased noise immunity. 

PSoC Resources 

Cypress provides a wealth of data at www.cypress.com to help you to select the right PSoC device for your design, and 
quickly and effectively integrate the device into your design. For a comprehensive list of resources, see KBA86521, How to 
Design with PSoC 3, PSoC 4, and PSoC 5LP. The following is an abbreviated list for PSoC 4: 

 Overview: PSoC Portfolio, PSoC Roadmap 

 Product Selectors: PSoC 1, PSoC 3, PSoC 4, or 
PSoC 5LP. In addition, PSoC Creator includes a 
device selection tool. 

 Datasheets describe and provide electrical 
specifications for the PSoC 4 device family 

 CapSense Design Guide: Learn how to design 
capacitive touch-sensing applications with the PSoC 4 
family of devices. 

 Application Notes and Code Examples cover a 
broad range of topics, from basic to advanced level. 
Many of the application notes include code examples. 

 Technical Reference Manuals (TRM) provide detailed 
descriptions of the architecture and registers in each 
PSoC 4 device family. 

 Development Kits: 

 CY8CKIT-040, CY8CKIT-042, CY8CKIT-042-BLE, 
CY8CKIT-046 and CY8CKIT-044 PSoC 4 Kits, are 
easy-to-use and inexpensive development 
platforms. These kits include connectors for 
Arduino™ compatible shields and Digilent

®
 Pmod™ 

daughter cards. 

 CY8CKIT-049 is a very low-cost prototyping 
platform for sampling PSoC 4 devices. 

 CY8CKIT-001 is a common development platform 
for all PSoC family devices. 

 The MiniProg3 device provides an interface for flash 
programming and debug. 

  

http://www.cypress.com/
http://www.cypress.com/
http://www.cypress.com/?id=4&rID=77024&source=ce02479
http://www.cypress.com/?id=4&rID=77024&source=ce02479
http://www.cypress.com/psoc
http://www.cypress.com/?rID=86788&source=ce02479
http://www.cypress.com/?id=1573&source=ce02479
http://www.cypress.com/?id=5041&source=ce02479
http://www.cypress.com/?id=4976&source=ce02479
http://www.cypress.com/?id=5044&source=ce02479
http://www.cypress.com/?app=search&searchType=advanced&keyword=&rtID=107&id=4749
http://www.cypress.com/?rID=78578&source=ce02479
http://www.cypress.com/?app=search&searchType=advanced&keyword=&rtID=76&id=4749
http://www.cypress.com/?app=search&searchType=advanced&keyword=&rtID=117&id=4749&applicationID=0&l=0
http://www.cypress.com/?app=search&searchType=advanced&keyword=&rtID=110&id=4749&applicationID=0&l=0
http://www.cypress.com/go/CY8CKIT-040
http://www.cypress.com/go/cy8ckit-042
http://www.cypress.com/go/cy8ckit-042-BLE
http://www.cypress.com/cy8ckit-046
http://www.cypress.com/go/cy8ckit-044
http://www.cypress.com/?rID=92146&source=ce02479
http://www.cypress.com/go/cy8ckit-001
http://www.cypress.com/go/cy8ckit-002
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PSoC Creator 

PSoC Creator is a free Windows-based Integrated Design Environment (IDE). It enables concurrent hardware and firmware 
design of systems based on PSoC 3, PSoC 4, and PSoC 5LP. See Figure 1 – with PSoC Creator, you can: 

1. Drag and drop Components to build your hardware 
system design in the main design workspace 

2. Co-design your application firmware with the PSoC 
hardware 

3. Configure Components using configuration tools 

4. Explore the library of 100+ Components 

5. Review Component datasheets 

Figure 1. PSoC Creator Features 

 

Requirements 

Tool: PSoC Creator 3.3 CP1 or later  

Programming Language: C (GCC 4.9) 

Associated Parts: PSoC 4 devices with CapSense 

Related Hardware: CY8CKIT-022, CY8CKIT-042 

Design 

Figure 2 shows the PSoC Creator schematic for the LLS_CSD_2RX-042  code example. For additional information on liquid-
level sensing theory, algorithms, sensor layout, tuning, calibration, and system design guidance, see Application Note 
AN202478 – PSoC® 4 - Capacitive Liquid Level Sensing. The projects feature the following Components: 

 CapSense CSD Component for measuring the signal level on each of the liquid sensors.  Liquid level is calculated after 
each scan is completed. 

 Self-capacitance scan method 

 2 or 12 generic sensors, depending on the sensor used for custom liquid-level processing of raw values 

 

http://www.cypress.com/
http://www.cypress.com/psoccreator/?source=ce02479
http://www.cypress.com/cy8ckit-022
http://www.cypress.com/cy8ckit-042
http://www.cypress.com/AN202478
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 UART Component for data viewing and command entry. 

 Standard 115200 baud rate, no parity, 8 data bits, 1 stop bits (N81) terminal interface 

 Command input and data output 

Figure 2. PSoC 4 2RX Sensor Liquid Level Sense Schematic 

 

Design Considerations 

The CapSense Component in the projects is tuned to work with the CY8CKIT-022 plus CY8CKIT-042 kit combination and the 
liquid container provided. The CY8CKIT-022 sensors can be attached to a user-supplied container, or other compatible 
hardware may be used, although re-tuning of the CapSense Component may be required. The CapSense_CSD Component 
can also add or remove sensors from the 12RX project to allow operation with custom sensors with a different number of 
CapSense sensor elements. 

Project tuning and algorithms are optimized for the permittivity, surface tension, and conductivity of water. The default tuning 
will work with most human-consumable, water-based liquids. Liquids with properties that differ from water may require tuning, 
algorithmic, or sensor geometry changes outside the scope of this code example.  

These projects use a larger number of global variables than normally used to enable interaction with the µC/Probe tool. 
µC/Probe can only interface with global variables. 

Sensor Selection 

 12RX Sensor  

The 12 sensor flexible PCB provides the highest accuracy across all operating conditions and is the best choice for most 
designs. The 12RX sensor is segmented allowing each sensor element to accurately measure the liquid level in its limited 
range.  

Each sensor generates a binary output when it is approximately half covered with liquid. The reported liquid level is the 
sum of covered sensors multiplied by the height of each sensor. The top and bottom sensors are each of half the height of 
other sensors, thereby increasing the accuracy at the empty and full limits and reducing the sensor height by one. 

http://www.cypress.com/
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Maximum liquid level error is equal to 100% divided by the number or sensors – 1. The maximum error for the 12RX 
sensor is 9%. Typical error is 4.5%. The reported liquid level of the 12RX sensor is stair-step compared to the actual liquid 
level as seen in Figure 3. 

Figure 3. 12RX Sensor Response 

 

 2RX Sensor  

The 2-sensor flexible PCB provides reduced accuracy compared to the 12RX sensor but requires only two sensors for 
reduced sensor cost. The 2RX sensor is composed of two sensors shaped so that the ratio of their values is equal to the 
percent value of the liquid level.  

Any offset on the sensor values generates a liquid-level error that is greatest at low liquid levels. The typical error for the 
2RX sensor is 15% and decreases as the container fills. Maximum error is determined by the system’s response to 
temperature changes that impact the sensors response. The reported liquid level of the 2RX sensor is linear as seen in 
Figure 4 . 

Figure 4. 2RX Sensor Response 
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Hardware Setup 

This code example is designed to run on a CY8CKIT-022 shield board mounted on a CY8CKIT-042 Pioneer kit. For the 
detailed kit board setup, see the corresponding CY8CKIT-022 kit user guide. Hardware setup consists of the following basic 
steps: 

1. Mount the CY8CKIT-022 shield board on a CY8CKIT-042 Pioneer board.  

2. Attach 2RX or 12RX flexible sensor to the container supplied, using the pre-attached adhesive. The sensor chosen must 
match the firmware programmed into the PSoC device. 

3. Connect the flexible sensor to the shield board. Ensure there are no air pockets between the sensor and container as they 
can cause erratic sensor results if the distance between the sensor and liquid changes. 

4. Connect the CY8CKIT-042 Pioneer board to a computer using a USB cable.  

Software Setup 

This code example firmware supports both serial terminal program and Micrium’s µC/Probe computer interfaces. The 
µC/Probe interface is preferred because it has a GUI and it  has access to most input and output parameters using the ARM 
SWD programming and debug interface. An alternative UART interface outputs the current liquid level height and allows empty 
level calibration through a terminal emulator. 

Micrium µC/Probe 

Micrium µC/Probe is a software development tool that incorporates Micrium’s proprietary Graphical Live Watch to graphically 
visualize the internals of any embedded system. With µC/Probe, you can evaluate your embedded design effortlessly, with just 
a few mouse clicks. You can download the µC/Probe Users’ Guide and µC/Probe Target Manual from the following web page: 
μC/Probe User Guide and μC/Probe Target Manual. To learn more about the µC/Probe,  
visit: micrium.com/tools/ucprobe/overview/. 

Micrium µC/Probe allows you to monitor the values of all the global variables in your project while the project is running. These 
values can be mapped onto multiple graphical interface elements provided by the µC/Probe software such as angular gauges 
or numeric indicators. This allows you to use the µC/Probe as an effective debug tool because it does not halt the CPU. 
Cypress provides pre-designed µC/Probe workspace files for all the projects associated with this code example. These 
workspace files can be found in the following folders where the code example files were downloaded: 

 <Download_Directory>\CE202419\uProbe Files\LLS_CSD_2RX.wspx 

 <Download_Directory>\CE202419\uProbe Files\LLS_CSD_12RX.wspx 

Instal l ing and using µC/Probe 

1. Download and install the Professional Edition of the µC/Probe software available at micrium.com/download/ucprobe-3-0-
trial-version/. The installer includes both the trial and professional versions. Either version can be used with the included 
workspace files. 

Note: You have to register an account with Micrium to download the software. 

2. Open Micrium µC/Probe from Start > Micrium > uC-Probe > Micrium uC-Probe shown in Figure 5. 

Note: Refer to the µC/Probe User Manual for detailed information on µC/Probe. You can access it from Start > Micrium > 
uC-Probe > User Manual.  

Figure 5. Micrium µC-Probe in Start Menu 

 

http://www.cypress.com/
http://www.cypress.com/CY8CKIT-022
https://doc.micrium.com/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=10753148
http://micrium.com/tools/ucprobe/overview/
http://micrium.com/download/ucprobe-3-0-trial-version/
http://micrium.com/download/ucprobe-3-0-trial-version/
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3. Optionally, enter the professional license - The CY8CKIT-022 Liquid Level Sensing kit gives you a 1-month free trial 

license for the µC/Probe Professional Edition. Refer to the µC/Probe License Card for the µC/Probe license key. You can 
also purchase a license for the Professional Edition of µC/Probe from Micrium to access all the features in this software. 
To activate the license, click on File > Activation. In the License Manager window, type in the license key and press 
Activate. 

4. Connect to the SWD interface device by selecting File > Settings. Select the Communication tab from the Settings 
window as shown in Figure 6. Click the Cypress PSoC Prog option and select the KitProg/<serial number> from the 
drop-down menu. Select OK to close the dialog box. 

Figure 6. KitProg Connection in µC/Probe 

 

5. Select File > Open and select the appropriate µC/Probe workspace file for the code example programmed into the PSoC 
device.  

6. A pop-up window shown in Figure 7 may appear asking you to update the location of the .elf file. The .elf file is located in 
the project workspace directory under the folder: 

<Download_Directory>\CE202419\LLS_CSD_2RX-

042.cydsn\CortexM0\ARM_GCC_493\Debug\LLS_CSD_2RX-042.elf 

<Download_Directory>\CE202419\LLS_CSD_12RX-042.cydsn\ 

CortexM0\ARM_GCC_493\Debug\LLS_CSD_12RX-042.elf  

http://www.cypress.com/
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Figure 7. Locate the .elf file for the 12RX Project 

          

7. Select Run from the toolbar shown in Figure 8 to view the status of the global variable you want to monitor. 

Figure 8. Run the µC/Probe Project 

 
 

8. The µC/Probe interactive GUI will be displayed in the workspace screen tab as shown in Figure 9. 

Figure 9. µC/Probe Workspace View 

 

http://www.cypress.com/
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Serial Terminal 

The documentation for setting up a terminal emulator for this example uses Tera Term but any terminal emulator software may 
be used that is configurable to the standard UART settings shown in Figure 11. Tera Term is open source and downloadable 
directly from the author’s website at https://en.osdn.jp/projects/ttssh2/. All serial commands supported by the firmware are 
lower case and case sensitive. 

Supported serial commands are; 

 stop – Stops outputting data over the serial connection 

 cal – Stores empty container sensor values to EEPROM for calibration of future readings 

 basic – Continuously outputs liquid level in millimeters (mm) and percent (%). 

 csv – Continuously outputs intermediate computation values as well as liquid level in CSV format. The CSV format 

supports easy terminal emulator logging and data analysis with a spreadsheet or other tools. 

 [Enter] – Outputs the next set of level values from the sample array 

 Reset – Resets the sample array pointer to zero 

1. Create new connection. 

Launch Tera Term and select File > New connection. Select Serial as the connection type and choose the KitProg 
USB-UART communication port (COM) as shown in Figure 10. The actual COM port number will vary between computers 
and USB ports. If multiple communication ports are listed, it can be helpful to disconnect and reconnect the development 
kit USB cable and look for the COM port that is disappears and reappears.  

Figure 10. New Connection Creation 

 
  

http://www.cypress.com/
https://en.osdn.jp/projects/ttssh2/
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2. Setup serial port parameters. 

Open the Tera Term Serial port setup dialog at Setup > Serial port… Only the Baud rate: should require changing to 
115200 but it is good to also confirm the other settings as shown in Figure 11. 

Figure 11. Terminal Emulator Setup Parameters 

 
 

3. Serial output is displayed in the terminal window as shown in Figure 12. On startup, the PSoC device will output 
information on the project name, version, supported commands, empty sensor calibration values, and continuous output 
of the current liquid level in millimeters and percent. 

Figure 12. Startup Terminal Window Output 

 
  

http://www.cypress.com/
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Components 

Table 1 lists the PSoC Creator Components used in this example, as well as the hardware resources used by each. 

Table 1. List of PSoC Creator Components 

Component Name Hardware Resources Non-default Parameter Settings 

CapSense CSD [v2.30] CapSense_CSD 

1 CapSense block 

2 or 12 GPIO pins for 
sensors 

1 GPIO pin for Cmod 
capacitor 

General 

     Tuning method: Manual with run time  tuning 

Widgets 

     Generics: 2 or 12 

     Scan resolution: 14 bits 

Scan Order 

     Modulation IDAC: Not critical as this value is set 
by firmware 

     Compensation IDAC: 0 

Advanced 

     IDAC range: 8x 

     Analog switch: PRS-12b 

     Individual freq settings: Disabled 

     Sense clock divider: 10 

     Modulator clock divider: 10 

UART (SCB mode) [v3.0] UART 1 SCB block 
RX buffer size: 32 

TX buffer size: 32 

Emulated EEPROM [v1.10] Em_EEPROM 1 Flash block None 

Digital Output Pin [v2.10] Pin_TxGnd 
1 GPIO pin for 2RX 
sensor only 

Drive mode: Strong 

Initial drive state: 0 

 

Design-Wide Resources 

Figure 13 shows the pin selections for the 2RX project and Figure 14 shows the pin selections for the 12RX project. 

Figure 13. 2RX project Pins Tab in Design Wide Resources (.cydwr file) 

 
 

http://www.cypress.com/
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Figure 14. 12RX project Pins Tab in Design Wide Resources (.cydwr file) 

 

Basic Operation 

1. Load the workspace into PSoC Creator by opening 

 <Download Directory>\CE202479\CE202479.cywrk. 

2. Select the project you wish to program into the PSoC device and set it as the active project by right-clicking on the project 
branch and selecting ‘Set As Active Project’ as shown in Figure 15. The active project name will be displayed in bold. 

Figure 15. Active Project 

                     
 

3. Build the example project by navigating to Build > Build <Project Name>. 

http://www.cypress.com/
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4. The default programming interface for the kit is a USB-based, onboard programming interface. To program the device, 
plug the USB cable into the USB connector of the CY8CKIT-042 Pioneer kit. The kit will enumerate as a composite 
device.  For more details about programming, refer to the Programming and Debugging section of your Pioneer kit’s user 
guide. 

5. Program the example to the device by choosing Debug > Program. 

6. Power the device, if not already powered. 

7. Calibrate sensors for an empty container on first use to compensate for system differences and manufacturing tolerances 
that effect parasitic capacitance. Calibration stores the empty sensor value for each sensor in flash memory and 
automatically reloads them on future device startups. The empty calibration values are subtracted from all future sensor 
values to provide a consistent reference value for use in calculations. Any changes to CapSense tuning or the sensor 
connection will require updated calibration values. Execute the calibrate command with just enough liquid in the container 
to reach the 0mm (0%) mark on the sensor. 

Note: Reprogramming the PSoC device will overwrite previously stored calibration values. 

a. Terminal – Type ‘cal’ into the terminal. Calibration values for each sensor will be displayed and output will return to 
the previously selected mode as shown in Figure 16. 

Figure 16. Terminal Calibration 

 
 

b. µC/Probe – Press the Calibrate button as shown in Figure 17. 

Figure 17. uC/Probe Calibration 

 
 

8. Fill and empty the container as desired with water, and view the calculated liquid level.  

a. Terminal – The default output displays the current liquid level in percentage values and millimeters to one decimal 

place approximately once every second. See Figure 12 for an example. Entering the command basic at any time 

returns to the default output.  

b. µC/Probe – The liquid level is displayed numerically as Level Percent (%) and Level Millimeter (mm), as well as a 
cylinder bar graph. See Figure 17 for an example. 

Water that is significantly colder than the ambient air temperature may cause condensation to form on the sensor surface 
depending on the humidity level. Condensation may cause the liquid level calculation to return a liquid level with increased 
error. Condensation during low-temperature evaluation can be reduced by insulating the exposed surface of the sensor. 

http://www.cypress.com/
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Hot water above 170°F / 80°C can cause PET plastic to deform. Extremely hot water should be avoided as the liquid 
container provided in the CY8CKIT-022 kit is made of PET plastic. 

Variations in the hardware setup can change the sensor capacitance and increase error in the reported level. Common 
variations include touching the sensor during operation and moving the liquid container or Pioneer board after calibration. 

Advanced Operation 

 A set of commands is provided to assist accuracy measurement and analysis of the liquid level system. An array of 
heights matching the millimeter ruler printed on the CY8CKIT-022 sensors is provided in firmware. The predefined levels 
are -5, 0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 110, 120, 130, 140, 150, 153, and 160 mm. While filling the liquid 
container, the Output Value command can be executed when the predefined level is reached. On execution of the 
command, the predefined level value, sensor difference values, and the currently calculated level are output. The 
predefined level is automatically incremented in preparation for the next Output Value command. This process simplifies 
taking a complete set of accuracy measurements for analysis because it documents both the expected and actual level 
together. A second command, Reset Array, allows resetting the predefined level to its initial value to start a new test 
cycle. A full test cycle is shown in Figure 18. . 

Figure 18. Accuracy Measurement Example 

 

 Terminal – Pressing the [Enter] key with no other characters executes the Output Value command. Repeated 

command execution results in an ordered table of liquid levels suitable for data logging. Entering the command reset 

executes the Reset Array command. 

 µC/Probe – Pressing the Output Value and Reset Array buttons shown in Figure 19 executed their respective 
commands.  

Figure 19. µC/Probe Value Array Controls 

 
 

 Executing the terminal stop command causes the continuous output to halt. This is useful to ensure only desired data is 

logged. Execution of any other command will resume the output.  

 Executing the terminal csv command causes internal sensor values as well as the liquid level to be output in the comma-

separated value format for easy import into spreadsheet programs. The first line output after the csv command is entered 

is the header with a label describing what each value is. 

 

http://www.cypress.com/
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 µC/Probe provides Liquid Level Calibration Controls shown in Figure 20 to directly adjust calibration variables used in 
liquid-level calculation. µC/Probe provides CapSense Tuning Controls shown in Figure 20 to directly adjust CapSense 
hardware tuning. For more details on their use, see the Liquid Level Sensing Application Note AN202478. 

Figure 20. µC/Probe CapSense Tuning controls 

 

Upgrade Information 

N/A 

  

http://www.cypress.com/
http://www.cypress.com/AN202478
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Related Documents 

Table 2 lists all relevant application notes, code examples, knowledge base articles, device datasheets, and Component 
datasheets. 

Table 2. Related Documents 

Application Notes 

AN202478 AN202478 – PSoC® 4 - Capacitive Liquid 
Level Sensing 

Provides design, sensor layout, and tuning guidance for 
liquid level sensing with PSoC 4 devices 

AN85951 AN85951 – PSoC 4® CapSense Design Guide Shows how to design capacitive touch sensing 
applications with the PSoC 4 and PRoC BLE families of 
devices and use the CapSense component. 

Code Examples 

CE95285 CapSense CSD with PSoC 4 

CE95286 CapSense CSD using Tuner with PSoC 4 

CE95288 CapSense Low Power with PSoC 4 

CE95366 UART Transmit and Receive using a Serial Communication Block (SCB) with PSOC 4 

PSoC Creator Component Datasheets 

CapSense CSD  Capacitive sensing using a Delta-Sigma Modulator 

UART (SCB mode)  Provides asynchronous communications commonly referred to as RS232 or RS485. 

Digital Output Pin  The Pins component allows hardware resources to connect to a physical port-pin 

Device Documentation 

PSoC 4 Datasheets 

PSoC 4 Technical Reference Manuals 

Development Kits 

PSoC 4 Kits 

Software  

PSoC Creator Training 

PSoC 3/4/5 Code Examples 

Video Library 

 

http://www.cypress.com/
http://www.cypress.com/AN202478
http://www.cypress.com/documentation/application-notes/an85951-psoc-4-capsense-design-guide
http://www.cypress.com/documentation/code-examples/ce95285-capsense-csd-psoc-4
http://www.cypress.com/documentation/code-examples/ce95286-capsense-csd-using-tuner-psoc-4
http://www.cypress.com/documentation/code-examples/ce95288-capsense-low-power-psoc-4
http://www.cypress.com/documentation/code-examples/ce95366-uart-transmit-and-receivce-using-serial-communication-block-scb
http://www.cypress.com/documentation/component-datasheets/psoc-4-capacitive-sensing-capsense-csd?source=ce02479
http://www.cypress.com/documentation/component-datasheets/universal-asynchronous-receiver-transmitter-uart?source=ce02479
http://www.cypress.com/documentation/component-datasheets/pins?source=ce02479
http://www.cypress.com/products/psoc-4
http://www.cypress.com/?app=search&searchType=advanced&keyword=&rtID=117&id=4749&applicationID=0&l=0
http://www.cypress.com/?app=search&searchType=advanced&keyword=&rtID=110&id=4749&applicationID=0&l=0
http://www.cypress.com/?rID=40547
http://www.cypress.com/?rID=101641
http://video.cypress.com/video-library/video/PSoC
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